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Research Introduction
The K’MA Group worked in partnership with multiple racial and ethnic communities throughout the
City of Minneapolis to produce the Midtown Greenway Investment and Impact Assessment report.
The purpose of producing this report utilizing a community based participatory research approach is to
assist Hennepin County and its partners in the process of better understanding how underrepresented
communities experience both the Midtown Greenway itself and the community engagement processes
that continue to be central to its creation and maintenance.
This report is particularly interested in analyzing three key areas specific to the Midtown Greenway-

Key areas of focus:
(1) Greenway Impact: the social and economic impacts that the greenway has on the physical
and cultural environments that underrepresented communities frequent looking at usage,
housing, businesses, infrastructure and public amenities.
(2) Key Destination Places: identify the ways that underrepresented communities connect or
do not connect to the greenway’s key cultural destinations.
(3) Greenway Connectivity: explore ways that underrepresented communities could increase
their connectivity and overall usage of the greenway by collaboratively analyzing the communities’
usage patterns and access points and evaluating the Greenway pilot project experience.

The Midtown Greenway continues to be a major site of recreation and leisure for the economically
privileged and perhaps an attractive amenity for those middle and upper class families seeking a
walkable urban city experience. However, for underrepresented communities of color living and
working in the City of Minneapolis, the greenway provides a healthy and active mobility option for
many that rely on low cost transportation options.
However, policy makers and key institutional stakeholders typically lack a clear understanding of the
perspectives, priorities and preferred engagement strategies and methods that would best engage
these underrepresented community members. This then leads to the exclusion of these constituent’s
voices from the transportation and urban spatial redevelopment process.
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We believe that by investing in more engaged qualitative research methods that aim to understand
communities of color as stakeholders in transportation, we can successfully shift transportation
discourse and integrate their voices and needs into policy decisions and investments, which will
increase access and usage. This approach is also key in sustaining engaged cross-racial dialogues
between investors, managers, and planners of transportation projects. Through increased
understanding and partnership, we can help improve positive outcomes for underrepresented
communities of color.
The establishment of inclusive governance models that respect and support cultural interests and
priorities is key to a sustainable engagement process and the creation of lasting partnerships. We
believe this report serves as an exemplary example of how to build partnerships with
underrepresented communities of color by identifying best practices for community centered
engagement and partnership in the Midtown Greenway discussions and decisions now and in the
future.
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Community Conversations Summary

Number of Focused Community Conversations: A total of three community conversations
Number of Participants: Total of 38. The K’MA Group worked with community partners to
identify culturally specific site locations within close proximity of the Midtown Greenway.
Community Participant Demographics: Youth and adults within the Somali, American Indian and
African American communities.

Community Conversations Partners: Minnesota chapter of MADDADS, Julie Gartrell of Fierce Lounge,
American Indian OIC and Subzero Collective

Format: Community conversation participants were primarily youth within the American Indian and
Somali community and predominately adults within the African American community between the ages
of 16-23yrs old. We targeted youth because they make up a sizable ridership for public transportation
especially after the Minneapolis Public Schools began providing metro bus passes for students instead of
utilizing the traditional school busing system.
We used educational tools such as maps of the Midtown Greenway, the Greenway access points and a
map summarizing housing and some business developments along the greenway. The maps were very
helpful in helping community participants better identify their residency, cultural communities and
destination places they frequent along the Greenway. In each of the community conversations we
intentionally provided culturally specific foods, which aimed to alleviate any stress that comes along
with the cost of a meal and to invite them to join us in a communal exchange centering their voices and
experiences. In addition, we worked with our community partners to co-facilitate each discussion to
ensure that these underrepresented community members saw a community ally that they respected.
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Community Conversations Summary Continued
Each community participant completed a paper copy of the online version of the Midtown Greenway
survey, the survey was also used to reflect on the Midtown Greenway. We broke our community
participants into groups where they were instructed to respond to a set of targeted questions specific
to the Greenway impact, destination places and impact within their cultural communities. The
questions were asked in no particular order and the conversations were facilitated by the partnering
agency or community representative.

2015 Healthy Connections Active Transportation
Hispanic Community: Midtown Greenway
In the spring on 2015 the K’MA Group worked in partnership with Summit Academy OIC and the MN
Healthy Kids Coalition to conduct a community based participatory study focused on Active
Transportation within communities of color. The study centered on racial equity within the Active
Transportation Movement and the bicycling and pedestrian usage patterns and needs within
communities of color.

We engaged a broad range of youth and adult leaders between the ages of 14-45 through 7 community
led focused conversations that specifically targeted the American Indian, African American and
Hispanic communities. The Hispanic community specially highlighted their experiences utilizing the
Midtown Greenway which led us to including their input into this study. We believe the Hispanic
community’s insight around the Midtown Greenway adds significant value to this study that will help
guide Hennepin County and the Greenway partners to strengthening their partnership and
engagement within the Hispanic community.
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Healthy Connections: Active Transportation Report 2015
Hispanic Community Focus Community Conversation

Focused Community Conversation Summary:
Overview: There was a good balance of Hispanic men and women represented in the focus group. A
majority of the community members were community practitioners, active bikers, bike advocates,
healthy food advocates and public health specialists who appeared to be well connected and engaged
within their community through activism and community programming. The Hispanic community was
outspoken about race and class exclusion they felt from the Caucasian community, for example they
spoke of white supremacy being a tool used through the active transportation movement that would
eventually gentrify communities of color. In addition this community had a sense of pride and
awareness of their community’s bike and walking usage patterns across the nation and would like to see
their community more involved within the local active transportation movement. For example the
community would like to be more directly engaged around local transportation decision making.
Specific Points of Interest: Safety and education were the two main points of discussion, community
members stated that they would like to see more protected bike lanes, trails and improved sidewalks in
their community to better protect bikers and walkers and specifically their children. One community
member described seeing Latino youth ride bikes on the sidewalks without helmets, he feared the
danger of children bumping their heads on the sidewalks which is more harmful than bumping their
heads on the street pavement. He also noted that biking on sidewalks is more dangerous due to the
close proximity of the roads, vehicles and narrow sidewalks which pose a potential hazard. There was a
general sense that biking does not feel safe within the Phillips neighborhood due to the lack of bike and
pedestrian infrastructure.
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Hispanic Community Focus Community Conversation continued
The community stated that there is not enough bike and pedestrian education being provided to their
community nor are they being engaged in the active transportation planning and decision making
processes.
This community feels left out of the Active Transportation conversation and economic opportunities
related to transportation. Being left out of the Active Transportation discussions and decision making is
a very similar experience for the Hispanic community of feeling excluded from Midtown Alternative
Analysis study of street cars being placed on the Midtown Greenway which will impact their cultural
environments. The Hispanic community stated that they were not engaged by Metro Transit for their
input around the Midtown Alternative Analysis study, rather Metro Transit engaged neighborhood
associations along the Greenway which are institutions the Hispanic communities are not very
connected to.
Simply the Hispanic community stated that there are no clear pathways on how to be involved within the
active transportation planning and decision making processes outside of a few government councils and
committees that require being appointed to the boards and committees by elected officials. The lack of a
clear engagement process to impact decisions along with language barriers further complicates their
ability to be involved with local community development and within the Active Transportation
movement.
There is a clear need for a culturally specific approach to engagement that respects and includes the
Hispanic community’s cultural institutions, language and considerations for neighborhoods they reside
in. These are key ways to increase access and to better engage their communities which also means
capacity support of financial, programming and educational resources must be provided to the
Hispanic community in order to sustain their participation. Community meetings and events also
compete with time for family and work, alternative engagement methods are needed.
Community members talked about a racial and class divide they experience along the Midtown
Greenway and how racial boundaries are visibly clear between where communities of color use the
Greenway within the Phillips and other nearby neighborhoods compared to the uptown neighborhoods
where the Caucasian community use the Midtown Greenway more frequently.
Some of the racially visible boundaries include newer and more expensive housing in whiter
neighborhoods vs. older, less attractive somewhat affordable housing within communities of color,
chain and upscale businesses in whiter communities’ vs. smaller community-based retail businesses
within communities of color and better street lighting within whiter neighborhoods vs. more dim
lighting within communities of color.
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Hispanic Community Focus Community Conversation continued
Community members also felt that classism plays a role in how their community uses the Greenway
where they are often looked down upon and made to feel as if they do not belong because they’re
Hispanic and generally use the Greenway with family vs. blending into the Greenway culture of being a
white male biking. The community further stated that the Greenway is dominated by Caucasians who
wear expensive bike gear, ride expensive bikes which also makes them feel as if biking on the greenway is
a wealthy sport or hobby that does not welcome low wealth populations who cannot afford fancy or
expensive active gear to participate.
Rather the Hispanic and communities of color often wear their general clothing to bike and walk
while using less expensive bikes including Nice Ride bikes. Interestingly the community stated that in
some cases using the Nice Ride Bike system marks them as non-owners and less serious bikers within
the bike community. Community members also stated that Hispanic families can easily be seen using
the Greenway walking and engaging in activities with their children yet the greenway does not have
built environments to generally support family usage outside of biking.
There are very few active transportation activists from the Hispanic community. Current bike activists in
Minneapolis claim that white supremacy is a major issue in the current transportation movement. This
turns communities of color into tokenized members of the movement who are typically only asked to
volunteer for bike events, blog on bike advocacy websites, or asked to organize or recruit people of color
to mainstream bike events where they can be photographed and included in their marketing campaigns.
Communities of color are providing free labor in exchange for social and political inclusion and are not
receiving any financial nor capacity support to build and sustain their own program and agency
infrastructures, yet several of the white bicycle groups and agencies are funded and politically supported
by government.

Example of Unequal Public Use: To date the Annual Cinco De Mayo celebration within the Hispanic
community has not been granted access to temporarily closing 3 blocks of the Lake Street Corridor in
Minneapolis, rather Cinco De Mayo uses adjacent side streets to hold its celebration. This year the Open
Streets event lead by the white bicycle advocates in partnership with the City of Minneapolis and others
will be held directly on the Lake Street Corridor restricting motor/vehicle traffic for more than 40 blocks
long. Both events support community health and wellness through biking and walking yet the political
access and investments is clearly different which is part of what must be addressed.

Key Discussion Points
o
o
o

Intentional and targeted community engagement
Race, Class, and Affordability impacts community participation in biking and walking on the
Greenway
Safety is a high community priority that requires bike and pedestrian infrastructure investments
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Midtown Greenway Focused Community Conversations

East African Somali Community

Summary: This focused community conversation took place at Trinity Church on 2100 Cedar Riverside
Ave on October 29th, 2015 in partnership with Common’s Table and was facilitated by James Everett of
Sub-Zero Collective. There were a total of 17 community participants who represented a mix of
greenway users and non- Greenway users. There were also a mix of community participants that have
and have not heard of the Midtown Greenway prior to the community conversation group.

The majority of participants live within the various parts of the Phillips neighborhood, Seward
neighborhoods while others live within the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood. This summary offers a
range of community perspectives around the barriers and opportunities to improve connectivity and
usage of the Midtown Greenway.

1. What has been your experience on the Midtown Greenway?
Some of the participants have used the Midtown Greenway at least 2-3 times daily traveling home or
to work and each community participant stated that the Greenway's scenic route is calming and
relaxing. While these individuals utilize the Greenway for common travel, their general experience is
that they do not feel as connected to the Greenway due to the absence of their cultural references
through imaging, community members and identified cultural destination places.
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2. Who do you think the Greenway is for?
The routine greenway users see the Greenway as being for everyone yet they believe that the marketing
of the Greenway targets the Caucasian community. The majority of participants believe the Greenway
was built for Caucasian people and that once their community begins to utilize the Greenway, Caucasian
people will build another Greenway to use.

3. Why do you think the Greenway is for Caucasian community?
Upon exploring the Greenway materials provided to the community within the focused discussion it was
very clear that the community was dissatisfied that they were not as informed about the Greenway. In
general the community believes that the Greenway is for the Caucasian people because Caucasian
people seemed to be the primary users of the Greenway and appears to be the primary targeted group
for marketing and leadership within and along the Greenway.
The community also believes the Greenway is a pass through for Caucasian people to travel to their
preferred destination places, passing through communities of color without any reference to the
history, cultural nor benefit to communities of color.

4. Is the Greenway easy to get to?
After reviewing the Greenway Map, most participants believe the Greenway is easy to access and travel
to.
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5. What would make you use the Greenway more?

Cultural Relevancy:
The majority of participants want to see more African Cultural history and images along the Greenway
walls and sidewalks that tell the stories of their communities along the route, some of the recommended
imaging includes local community figures and Islamic cultural symbols.

Marketing and Advertisement:
Improved bilingual marketing signs that also include better wording, for example: the marketing sign
that says “Tacos” -- this sign can be changed to the words “Come Eat” which has a better appeal to the
general population of people. The term Tacos seems to cater more so to the Hispanic community when
the intent should be to drive all people to the all local food markets or businesses within the area which
includes the Somali community. Another example: Create marketing signs that promote the Greenway as
an efficient way to travel because it saves time and money which can appeal to many people.

Public Safety:
Safety is a big deal in the community, in general Islamophobia and hostility toward immigrants are real
concerns that impact residential experiences, employment, housing and the general quality of life for
new Americans and Muslims. Several offenses have been committed against New Americans and
Muslims, most recently a Muslim woman was hit in the face with a glass bottle by a Caucasian woman
inside of a Minnesota Applebee’s restaurant because she did not speak English as her primary language
and because she was a Muslim.
Many of the Somali women expressed concerns within the discussion about being harassed or
discriminated against based on them wearing a Hijab and Islamic garments. The men expressed concerns
about being discriminated against and harassed by police along the greenway because of their Islamic
faith and being of African Descent.
In addition, the community members who actively use the Greenway expressed concerns about
experiencing intoxicated people along the greenway and the need for improved lighting in the evenings.
The community will feel safer using the Greenway if there was increased security throughout the day
and would like security personnel recruited and hired from their community.
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Additional Amenities and General Enhancements:
The community would use the Greenway more if the connection to community resources was stronger
such as having resource guides or their cultural agencies promoting services along the Greenway
connecting Somali residents to community programing and other needed resources. In addition having
food vendors and water fountains along the Greenway and access to more bikes would enhance
connectivity and usage.

6. What do you think about the Greenway Street Design?
The community expressed that in general the street design/art work enhances the look and feel of the
Greenway, yet it does not tell the true story of the neighborhoods surrounding the Greenway. For
example: the Greenway has enhanced the Chicago-Lake area yet hides the true story of social and
economic struggle and oppression of the local communities’ surrounding that area. The discussion
centered on the history of gentrification, displacement, unemployment, segregation and cultural
misappropriation experienced by American Indian, African American and the Somali and other new
American communities living along the neighborhoods of the Midtown Greenway. The Greenway as it is
currently designed hides the community history, struggle and true value and power which the
community wants the Greenway users to be aware and mindful of rather than just commuting through
their neighborhoods. The community also believes that the design images can be improved to include
important messages that help tell their stories through poetry and other methods. For example: the
signage on the fence takes up a lot of space yet lacks a message relevant to the local community’s
history.
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7. What additional things would you like to see along the Greenway?
The community would like to see more cultural events on the Greenway such as community bike
rides, world Hijab day, EID-Post Ramadan celebrations, Somali Independence Day celebration and in
general youth events and parties that include music.

8. Have you noticed any changes within your neighborhood since the Greenway
development?
While the participants within this community were primarily teens there were a few young adults
who lived within the Phillips and Cedar-Riverside neighborhoods over the past 10 years. Those
participants noted that they’ve not seen any significant changes to the housing nor business
expansions within the Somali community outside of new business growth that derived from the
community itself. In general this question was intended to gauge any familiarity or general
knowledge the participants may have of any developments that have benefited their specific
community within recent years.
In addition, two of the young adult participants explained that their community is very engaged in the
political process through political parties and GOTV efforts. The Somali community again has increased
small businesses throughout the Philips, Cedar-Riverside and Seward areas, yet the Somali community
is not very engaged in the community development world of local-based projects. The Somali
community has focused primarily on expanding and securing their Islamic cultural and social
environments as they navigate and learn to work through American systems and culture.
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9. What would you like Hennepin County to know about your community?
-

We are harmless, kind and friendly
Cedar-Riverside, Phillips and Seward areas are great neighborhoods
We would like to see more jobs for youth
More information to our community -- this is foreign to our community
We need more conversations on the greenway
We need to have more awareness of the conversations -- build awareness, more workshops
More on field workshops lead from our community
Our community is very oral, word of mouth matters… We may bring our mothers out for a day
Fundraisers to build resources in our community for awareness around greenway
Bike programs for kids
The schools should connect youth more to the greenway
It will take some time to feel more comfortable around the greenway idea
Language accommodation in the brochures/materials/signage to help people feel welcome

10. Final thoughts on greenway
After two hours of discussion about the Greenway the community still sees the Greenway as a
“White Thing” yet thinks the Greenway is a great resource that they would like to utilize and better
connect to. The community learned more about the Greenway during the focus group than they
knew prior to the focus group.
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Midtown Greenway Focused Community Conversations

American Indian Community

Summary: This focused community conversation took place at the American Indian OIC 1845 E Franklin
Ave S partnership with the American Indian OIC and facilitated by Amber XXXX of the American Indian
OIC. This focused community conversation was held on November 5th, 2015. There were a total of 6
community participants, 3 have used the Greenway often while the rest of the participants are familiar
with the Midtown Greenway and have used it at some point to walk, bike, go to work, go home or go
shopping. The community participants primarily live and socialize within the Phillips, Powderhorn and
Seward neighborhoods.
This summary offers a range of community perspective around the barriers and opportunities to
improve connectivity and usage of the Midtown Greenway.

1. Why don’t you use the greenway?
While the majority of the participants live within the proximity of the Greenway there was still a sense
that the greenway is not very convenient to use because the Greenway does not accommodate their
daily routines of the destination places they travel to. The Blue line LRT and the bus routes along Lake
Street, Franklin and surroundings areas are much easier to access and connect them to their desired
destination places. The community stated that the Greenway does not offer many activities to
intentionally draw the participation of their general community nor their youth to the Greenway. Some
members expressed concerns and fears of using the Greenway based on stories they’ve heard about
ongoing violence and drug use on the Greenway currently and prior to the land being developed in the
Greenway.
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2. Who do you think the greenway is for?
The community thinks the Greenway is for anyone who wants to use it yet recognizes that the Greenway
is heavily dominated by Caucasian bikers who are mostly unfriendly towards pedestrians.

3. What would make you use the greenway more?
Cultural Relevancy:
The community would like to see more cultural images and historical information spread along the
Greenway to provide visitors and residents with insights of communities living in surrounding areas.
The community would also like to see cultural images such as horse shoes*. Other reasons are symbolic
forecasting climate change, fishing conditions and so on. It is very common for the American Indian
community to use symbols of nature and natural creatures to signify cultural meanings which include
spirituality.

Marketing and Advertisement:
Improve the culture of the Greenway by making it more inviting to pedestrians and families by
creating more non-biking events that connect and are promoted to local communities. Strengthen the
Greenway connection to North Minneapolis where several American Indian families live and travel to
and from.
Public Safety:
The community does not feel very safe using the Greenway due to the harassment many experience
from police, the community wants to be safe and respected while using the Greenway. The community
would like to see groups like The American Indian Movement and general American Indian community
members working as community ambassadors providing security. The community ambassador roles
should be paid jobs that can work under a day labor model which will increase positive behavior on the
Greenway. Increased safety measures also include more emergency kiosks with phones and more
improved night lighting, the Greenway does not feel safe to travel on at night.

* The Horse Shoe symbol is significant to the American Indian community’s history and culture for several reasons, one particular event
known as “The Battle of Horse Shoe Bend” was fought during the war of 1812 in the Mississippi territory now known as central Alabama
where the “Red Sticks” a part of the Creek Indian tribe who opposed American expansion was defeated.
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Amenities and other Enhancements:
The community would like to see more rest stops/benches and destination places to socialize along the
Greenway. The environment should be more comfortable and accommodating to Greenway users by
also connecting it to more water sources, such as the rivers and other trails.

4. What do you think of the signage and design projects along the greenway
Community participants stated that the signage and street designs are nice and appeal to the youth and
the general community more. The community would like to see better quality signage with improved
marketing, for example: the Taco signs could have been used to communicate a more effective message
that encourages greenway users to visit local restaurants rather than stating “Tacos”. Improved signage
should also include encouraging words and symbols supporting Greenway users along their routes.

5. Have you noticed any changes in your community since the Greenway Development?
The participants who frequently use the Greenway community stated that while not in significant
number, they have seen more of their community members utilizing the Greenway due to the
redevelopment efforts along Franklin Ave. Corrdor within their neighborhoods.
In addition they noticed some enhancement and some redevelopment of Franklin Ave. into more
of an American Indian cultural corridor along with some improvements to Little Earth
neighborhood. The community believes the redevelopment of the Franklin Ave. corridor is more of
a direct result of their community’s effort rather than a result of the Greenway development, there
is also not any clear indication of how the Greenway impacted the economic viability of their
everyday lives.

6. How would you like the Greenway to change your community?
-

Get people healthy through physical activity
Create more jobs for our community especially the youth
Create more housing opportunities
To connect more to our cultural institutions and programming
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7. What do you want the county to know about your community?
The community is very concerned with how their community is displayed through images and how their
culture is often mimicked by non-American Indians wearing feathers and cultural garments. The feathers
and cultural garments are earned over time and should not be taken for granted. The community would
like for it to be clear that they have value, their lives matter and they are present.

8. What are your final thoughts about the midtown greenway?
The American Indian community regularly utilized the land of the now Midtown Greenway prior to the
Greenway existence. The Greenway land at one point was used more regularly for general travel,
cultural functions such as rituals, activities and a sacred place within the middle of their neighborhoods,
which all has changed over the years post the Greenway development.
The Greenway has also created access barriers in some ways for the community, for example: The wall
built on Hiawatha made the area look nicer but created a barrier for us walking to the grocery store, it
was once an open space in the Little Earth community. This reference perhaps speaks more to the
trench that was created prior to the Greenway development. Historically, community developments
have impacted underrepresented communities differently -- in this case the greenway created limited
travel access since the development did not take into account the communities travel patterns and
destination places.
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Midtown Greenway Focused Community Conversations

African American Community

Summary: This focused community conversation was held at Urban Ventures in partnership
with the MN chapter of Mad-Dads and facilitated by Julie Gartrell of Fierce Lounge. This
focused community conversation was held on November 6th, 2015. There were a total of 15
participants some of whom were middle-aged adults and some younger adults with the
majority having some knowledge and experience of the Midtown Greenway. The community
participants have used the Greenway for walking, biking traveling to work, places of worship,
and to local community centers. These community participants lived and socialized primarily
within the Midtown Phillips, Whittier and North Minneapolis neighborhoods.
This summary offers a range of community perspective around the barriers and opportunities
to improve connectivity and usage of the Midtown Greenway.

1. What has been your experience on the Midtown Greenway?
The community has had positive experiences being on the Midtown Greenway yet there are times
where people stated that they were meant to feel as if they didn’t belong. The community would like to
see more African Americans actively using the Greenway and believe they should take more ownership
in being healthier by using the Greenway more. The community would like to see more events similar
to Powderhorn 24 and events targeting youth.
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2. Why don’t you use the Greenway?
It appears that the majority of the community participants are not familiar with how to properly access
the Greenway due to what they see as a lack of signage directing pedestrians to the Greenway within
their neighborhoods. The community noted that there are no clear parking lots or ramps for vehicle
drivers who may drive to the Greenway yet need a place to park. The community also seems to think
biking is the primary purpose of the Greenway.
While some of the community members would love to enjoy the scenery within the surrounding
neighborhoods of the Greenway, the community does not feel safe due to racial biases or stereotypes
that target them as criminals and as being engaged in drug and or gang activities because they are Black
or African American.
Some of the community members stopped using the Midtown Greenway, because it caters to
Caucasian people and often receives amenities and investments that are often denied to the Theodore
Wirth Parkway trails within North Minneapolis, which is an area where African Americans are the
primary residents .

3. Who do you think the Greenway is for?
The general consensus is that the Greenway is for everyone and should be marketed as such although
the online marketing and advertisement of the Greenway primarily displays Caucasian people. The
Greenway seems to be for south Minneapolis and surrounding area residents because it is cut off from
North Minneapolis. The community would like to see stronger connections to North Minneapolis and
marketing images that encourage citywide usage of the Greenway across cultures.
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4. What would make you use the Greenway more?
Culture Relevancy:
The community seemed to be most motivated by the idea of seeing other African Americans using the
Greenway, displays of African American culture and by seeing African Americans promoting health and
wellness more. The Greenway should also have stronger connections to North Minneapolis trails and
routes that are accessible for Black people to use.

Marketing and Advertisement:
The community wants to see images of African American youth, elders, adults and cultural history
along the Greenway, the community would also like to see African Americans promoting the Greenway
through advertisement tools. The Greenway is for all cultures, it should be a place where everyone feels
comfortable and the marketing should support a shared Greenway environment.

Public Safety:
The community wants to see better lighting along the Greenway, the community would also like for the
Greenway to be a more family friendly environment where children are safe playing and welcomed.
The community does not feel the Greenway is family- nor child-friendly due to what they see as a lack
of imaging, playground and eating areas that encourage and welcome children and families.

Additional Amenities and General Enhancements:
The community would like to see the Greenway as more of a Linear park that should have more
amenities such as sand boxes, swings and benches, etc., that truly provide users with a broader way
to enjoy the Greenway. The community would also like to see stronger pedestrian signage within
their local communities that encourage more Greenway participation.
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5. What additional things would you like to see along the Greenway?
The community has a strong entrepreneurial interest and believes that the best way to increase African
American participation is by African Americans having real stake and economic opportunity relevant to
the Greenway. Having true stake is to have job opportunities led by the community that hire youth to
clean and maintain the Greenway and by creating business opportunities for entrepreneurs to sell
products and services to Greenway users. Currently there are not enough activities that are owned or
funded by African Americans that promote their interest and participation, the nearby Bike Shop is not
a black-owned business and does not appeal to the Black community.

6. Have you noticed any changes within your neighborhood since the Greenway
development?
The community has not seen any direct benefits to the African American community yet noted that Lake
Street has become more vibrant with new American (immigrant) business owners. The community
participants also noted that they’ve noticed new housing improvements and developments geared for
upper to middle class people but have seen no improvements in their neighborhoods for low wealth
populations.
Some of the community participants are active in the planning and community engagement processes of
the Northside Greenway, they recognize that the Northside Greenway concept was inspired by the
existence of the Midtown Greenway. The Midtown Greenway has been a part of the Northside
Greenway case study of do’s and don’ts to best ensure that the Northside Greenway is responsive to the
pedestrian and bicycle usage and needs of North Minneapolis and to ensure that the Northside
Greenway is not just a pass through for biking and walking. Rather that the Northside Greenway is a
community asset and destination place centered on the local community’s culture and interest while
remaining connected and responsive to health and a good quality of life.
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7. What would you like Hennepin County to know about your community?
-

-

-

That you are welcomed, our community is a safe and welcoming neighborhood.
We don’t want to be harassed by cops just because we are black -- you don’t have to call
the police on us
We are a close community
We don’t bite, this is our neighborhood and you are welcome, it’s no different from your
community
We would like more bike lanes in our community that connect to the greenway
We would like to see more bike access, there are very few places in south Minneapolis where we
can get bikes such as Nice Ride bikes and affordable bike shops
Black people do bike, black people want the very same things that white people want -- access
to a good quality of life, to schools, health care, schools, transportation systems and everything
that makes up a good life
We want the same level of investments in the black community and north Minneapolis as the
white communities
We have an incredible amount of resilience from communities of color to maintain themselves
through the massive economic changes in the surrounding areas -- Franklin, Lake Street, Nicollet
etc.
We would like to see more green bikes on the greenway and bike scholarship programs
We would like to see more local black artist from the neighborhoods place art along the
greenway
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Recommendations: The recommendations are intended to assist Hennepin County Midtown
Greenway Staff and others as needed with tools to connect more intently to the identified cultural communities.

 Specific Community Engagement: Every community has its unique and complex
communication systems and styles, throughout the focused community conversations
participants referenced the need for their specific cultural communities and their cultural
institutions to be intentionally engaged. Communities of color tend to be most connected to
their cultural environments and their cultural systems within their communities.

Key ideas include but are not limited to:
-

Cultural faith based agencies or faith centers
Cultural service based agencies or advocacy groups
Cultural centers or cultural programs



Engagement & Outreach Tactics: Understanding factors and using a multi-prong
engagement approach are key elements to connectivity and impact. Every cultural group has
its complexities that show itself in segments of class based on factors of education, income,
geography, gender, age, length of residency and sometimes cultural tribes. The community
participants within the focused community conversations referenced the need for a more
intimate approach to engagement that is led from their cultural lens and members within their
communities.

Key ideas include but are not limited to:
-

Train the Trainer model: Train cultural community members to provide workshops and
presentations to their cultural communities about the Midtown Greenway
Greenway user based activities using a three tier approach that targets users through stages of
being Beginners, Medium and Advanced. For example:
Beginners: Low energy group activities such as walking or biking greenway tours, Greenway
access point games -- provide participants with a greenway map and send them to find
certain access points in order to get to know the Greenway more.
Medium: Mid energy activities such as bike, walk or run competitions. Greenway destination
tours within surrounding areas to help users better connect to local communities. Greenway
personal training: Personal tours to show users how to use the Greenway for exercise
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Recommendations Continued

Advanced: High energy Greenway bike, walk and run events/competitions and major events on the
Greenway such as the Northern Spark Festival, Cinco De Mayo, Juneteenth celebration (one of the 3
days), a Pow Wow, Somali Independence Day event and other significant marks within cultures.
These events should be done in partnership with cultural-community agencies, leaders, ambassador
sites, faith centers etc.

 Marketing and Advertisement: Throughout the focused community conversations
participants referenced their perceptions of the Greenway which impacted their usage
and general interest of the Greenway positively and negatively. Most of all the
community spoke strongly of the need to see more direct marketing within their cultural
communities and the need to see marketing images of people who look like them. The
public perception of the Greenway within communities of color and amongst the youth
matters and is key to their involvement on the Greenway.

-

-

-

Key ideas to improve marketing include but are not limited to:
Include or increase bilingual and multi-cultural images. Languages such as Spanish,
Arabic, Swahili, Ebonics, Hip-Hop, Hmong, Lao etc. Images such as cultural flags and or
historic cultural figures and professional athletes -- they are fitness figures. Each of
these ideas must be implemented appropriately to the cultures and should be done in
partnership with those specific communities.
Include motivational exercise signs and images such as signs that display a 1,2,3,4 or 5k
mark to help users understand the distance they’ve traveled. Signs that say “Job well
done”, “Health is wealth” etc.
Expand marketing into cultural communities of color displaying people of color
Multi-cultural advertisement videos to be placed via social media
Virtual Greenway Tour
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Recommendations Continued

 Integrating systems: An internal and coordinated communications and public
education plan and strategy is key in building the awareness and sustaining
engagement of communities of color. The consistency of and within the target
messages of the Greenway and active living will help to increase communities of color
usage of the Greenway.

-

Some key ideas of systems to integrate include but are not limited to:
City of Minneapolis Neighborhood Community Relations Department
Minneapolis Park and Rec Board
Minneapolis Public Schools
Minneapolis Public Housing Authority
Cultural Community Agencies
Minnesota Family Investment Program etc
City of Minneapolis in general and it’s health department
MN Department of Health

 Inclusive Governance Model: Inclusive governance models helps to build public
trust and public interest in taking stake within the Greenway. It’s important for the
community to know that they are not only a user of the Greenway but that they are able
to influence decisions, resources, events etc.

-

Key ideas include but are not limited to:
A Hennepin County and City of Minneapolis managed Greenway Advisory council
comprised of Greenway partners and cultural group representatives.
Greenway ambassadors: Establish Greenway satellite information stations/offices within
cultural community centers or agencies
Annual or bi-annual Greenway community stake holders meeting: Public meeting
convened by the County, City and Greenway partners to report the Greenway status,
updates, events and to receive additional feedback from the general public
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Recommendations Continued

 Capacity Development: Direct capacity building by investing in the community’s
abilities and interest is key in sustaining long-term community health, wellness and
engagement. Establishing a “Greenway Fund” will help to provide capacity support
directly to cultural groups and agencies seeking community engagement assistance.
The City of Minneapolis “One Minneapolis Fund” is the model tool. The One
Minneapolis Fund is a Fund dedicated to the engagement of communities of color. The
fund is issued once a year and targets communities of color connecting more to
neighborhood organizations, city of Minneapolis boards and commissions and being
more actively engaged within their neighborhoods. The fund is split into two categories
of leadership development and community engagement. The fund is also managed by
the Neighborhood Community Engagement Commission (NCEC) who then establishes
the granting process, procedures, criteria, grant review and makes final
recommendations to the City Council. The commission itself also acts as an advisory
council to the City Council around community engagement and other key issues.

-

Key ideas include but is not limited to:
Active Living or the Greenway fund: a grant fund dedicated to and for communities of
color to build capacity around Active living and the Midtown Greenway
Active Living Cultural Networks: Connecting with key cultural groups within the Active
Living sector to help promote and host activities on the Greenway such as Major Taylor
Bike Club, North Point Health and Wellness, Southside Clinic, Hope Communities, Cycles
for change, Breaking Bread etc.
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Community Conversations Raw Minutes:
Somali Community
What has been your experience-?
-

It’s calm
It’s relaxing
I use it because it’s along the route of my home and my family’s home- It’s close to most
things I use
We play football on the greenway, no cars

I don’t use it because I didn’t know about itWho do you think the greenway is for?
-

3 ppl said everyone
10 ppl said it’s for white people
Other had no comment

Why do you think the greenway is for white ppl?
-

It goes through out neighborhoods but many ppl who don’t live in our neighborhoods
use it more
Our community isn’t use to it yet
White ppl are the only ones who know about it
We don’t know about it because know one talks about it
This is the first workshop we’ve had on the greenway
I never seen a black person on the greenway
It’s not advertised in our community much
I don’t see women with Hijabs on the greenway so I feel weird wearing my hijab alone
If people of color start using the greenway white ppl may go away and build a new one

Is the greenway easy to get to?
Most ppl think the greenway is easy to get to
What would make you use the greenway more?
-

There’s lots of walls- it would be nice to see the walls showing our stories
Have ppl of color represented on the walls and sidewalks
Instead of the word Taco- say come eat… better advertisement
To travel more: Save time, use it as a way to save time, as a short cut
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-

Add resource helpAdd food venders
Safety is importantLots of drunk people
You can get jumped
Want more security along the greenway
No one can see you if you get hurt
I don’t feel comfortable because I’m Muslim
We want to see people like us as security, we want ppl who understand us and can
better relate to us helping us be safe?
Water fountain
Very dark at night, need

What do you think about the art?
-

The art makes the greenway look better
The art work does not really represent them
The art work/food signs appeals to the Latino community mostly- Would like to see
more Africa art to represent the Somili community
Poetry the tells our stories, who we are, what our history is, our statistics
The greenway hides the true story of the community surrounding the Chicago/Lake area.
The greenway does a good job making the area look good- but hides the true story
The art work on the fence took up a lot of space- a more important message could have
been there

What would you like to see on the greenway?
-

Cultural events/parties
Music
Community bike rides and events to help ppl become more comfortable biking
Hijab event on the greenway like world hijab day
EID- Post Ramadan Celebration
We need more access to bikes- Free bikes

Have you noticed any changes in your neighborhood since the greenway?
-

Most ppl have not noticed and changes in their neighborhoods
The development has not come to the Cedar Riverside Area
Not very attached to how the development in the surrounding areas is attached to the
greenway
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What do you want the County to know about your community?
-

We are harmless
We’re kind and friendly
Cedar Riverside is a great neighborhood
More jobs for the youth
Jobs
More programs
More information to our community- This is foreign to our community
We need more conversations on the greenway
We need to have more awareness of the conversations- build awareness, more
workshops
More on field workshops lead from our community
Our community is very oral, word of mouth matters… We may bring our mothers out for
a day
Fundraisers to build resources in our community for awareness around greenway
Bike programs for kids
The schools should connect youth more to the greenway
It will take some time to feel more comfortable around the greenway idea
More scholarships
Language accommodation in the brochures/materials/ signage to help people feel
welcome

Final thoughts on greenway
-

It’s a nice resource
Lots of things we can do on it
I learned a lot- I might use it
Nice designs
Colorful streets- Like the street artwork but more is needed
They should get more people involved- spread the awareness
It’s a white type of thing
Now I know (Didn’t know much about it before today)
Money- Lots of money coming
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Community Conversations Raw Minutes:
American Indian Community
Native American Focus Group: November 4th, 2015
Introductions:
-

Use Greenway to walk- Likes the greenway, a nice walk
Use the greenway ride bike to shop, go to work and shop
Do not use the greenway
Never the greenway
Don’t use the greenway

Why not use the greenway?
-

It’s easier to use the train or bus along lake street
Not enough activity for young people, the bars attract them more
The steps with the wood: Bloomington stop
Fun place to slide down, the youth love it, we need more

Who do you think the greenway is for
-

Bikers, they tend to be anal
Not pedestrian friendly
I mostly see bikers
Bikers are not very respectful to pedestrians
Bikers don’t share the road
Bikers show lots of arrogant entitlement
The greenway is for anyone who wants to use it
I haven’t had any problems on the greenway, cyclist are generally nice to me, they slow
down for me
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What would make you use the greenway more?
-

More activities to promote the greenway
Doesn’t seem open to people that are not bikers
Have more historical information, more multicultural- providing insight to all of the
communities that live along the greenway
Strengthening the connections to north Minneapolis
Would like to see cultural information along the greenway not just concentrated in areas
specific to the cultural communities nor business districts
Would like to see more
Would like to see more horse shoes- Love horse shoes
If police were patrolling I would not use the greenway
More visuals and more activities
More rest stops and places to hang out
Make it more comfortable and not just a single bench
Make it more inviting
Would like to see more history
Need more things to do along the greenway
More lights at night
Free Water sources/ Not necessarily fountains
Need more security/ Emergency kiosk
Community ambassador’s providing security- groups like AIM’s
Day labor security- providing jobs to the community
Elders need to use the greenway walk ways- but need to feel safer in the community

What do you think of the signage and design projects along the greenway
-

The signs are nice, makes me want to walk the greenway during the day
The Minnehaha trail is more peaceful and safer
Would like to see more Native cultural arts, how do get the youth more involved in
creating along the greenway
Young people are easily distracted by bright and shiny colors- The art attracts them,
appeals to them
They need more better signs, the current signs look cheap and generic- The TACO sign
could have been used better, it just says taco- what does that mean?
Need more designs on the sidewalk
Need more of the benches along the greenway
Make it more pleasant to look at
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-

Work with younger community artist
More art and demo projects that will attract young people
If community youth artists participated in the work then it would attract others to be a
part of it
Make it more encouraging
Encouraging signs about health, support for ppl walking and biking- sometimes people
need a high five or support on their journey’s
Add basketball hoops and black tops
Make it into a big long park- family friendly
People want to be entertained- we are competing with video games and we need to
make it fun for adults and kids
If we can have central park then we can have the greenway
I want to play hopscotch on the greenway

Have you noticed any changes in your community since it’s development
-

Lots of OIC students and staff use the greenway
Need to figure out how to better market it in the native community
I meet a lot of natives on the greenway from south Dakota

How would you like the greenway to change your community?
-

Get people healthy through physical activity
Clean up the greenway more,
It’s kind of scary seeing people drunk and passed out of the greenway
Lots of mental health on the greenway
My safety is very important
Safety for our women and elders need to be safe
There’s been too many safety issues along the greenway
Women are more vulnerable than men is assaults
I haven’t seen much economic impact in our community
Create more jobs for our community
Change it for the better
Get more volunteers positions
Water vendors
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What do you want the greenway users to know about your community?
-

They we are here and we represent
The pictures of our community along the greenway like the photos on Franklin
I would feel safe and more at home if I saw my community reflected along the greenway

What do you want the county to know about your community?
-

Stop wearing head dresses
Stop mimicking us through clothes, feathers, ect
I hate seeing non-native ppl wearing our traditional clothing
Stop degrading us
Our feathers are earned by efforts- should not be worn for fun or trying to be respectful
People don’t always understand the true meaning of what it means to offend native
culture

What changes do you think should be made to make your community use it more?
-

Connect it to the Northside: Native culture there
Strengthen connection to the Mississippi
Connect it to more routes, trails, rivers

What are you final thoughts about the midtown greenway
-

Long peaceful walk, I can walk and not see buildings
It’s a negative image- Friends go down there to party and drink, doesn’t appeal to me so
I don’t have the best image nor ideas about how the greenway is good
People are less likely to do wrong if there were more lighting
I really hope our suggestions are taken serious, I would like to see more
There’s a need to be mindful of the bad that comes along with it- spray painting, gang
banging, fighting etc- we need to feel safe
Little earth community looks more appealing over the last 3-5yrs
The light rail has brought more people in to the neighborhood
My family use to hang along the land that is now called the greenway- since the
greenway developed my community has not used the land as much.
I was there before the wall was built on Hiawatha, it made the area look nicer but
created a barrier for us walking to the grocery store
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Community Conversations Raw Minutes:
African American Group
PHASE II: Discussion Question:
Do you use the Midtown greenway? (Show of hands) 6
How many of you bike on the greenway? (Show of hands) 4
How many of you walk on the greenway? (Show of hands) 2
Is the greenway easy to travel to? Everyone said yes

What has been your experience using the greenway?
-

-

Not very welcoming, people don’t talk to you much
A friend introduced me to the Powderhorn 24 event greenway event: It was very cool
and fun
I like the commute, good experience. I would like to see more Black people on the
greenway. I don’t think discrimination is an issue, it’s more about people’s ambition to
be there
The greenway is a big exercise system, African Americans aren’t as inclined to work out
There’ snot enough activities on the greenway to attract our youth
This is our neighborhood and we should be more involved on the greenway
We should be walking and playing on the greenway more
The greenway is nice, quiet
Would like to see more African Americans on the greenway with more common sense,
respectful behaviors
I saw people on the greenway, it caused me to go down there and check it out. I did see
many white people looking at me like I didn’t belong- although it was nice I didn’t go
back because I felt that I didn’t belong
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Why haven’t you used the Greenway?
-

-

I heard about it but didn’t know where the greenway was located I saw it but did not
know that it was the greenway
I didn’t know where to park my car at- There should be designated parking to encourage
more usage
Seems like the greenway is hidden from certain people
If you live or frequent the neighborhood you can find the greenway easier
The current signage for the greenway is for bikers- there’s signs everywhere
Better signs are needed
I would like to be able to log online and find midtown entrance or access points easier
There is an online map
I am new to the neighborhood and don’t know much about where to get on at- I am not
online much at all
I used Orange bikes in North Minneapolis
I don’t have a bike, transition in life and I haven’t gotten back into it
I stopped using the midtown greenway because I didn’t appreciate that Theordeor
worth parkway did not have the same level of investments as the greenway…
The greenway looks more inviting, had emergency phones, there;s more lighting- these
amenities should also exists in north Minneapolis… Because North is not invested in I
decided to not use the greenway
I just moved to Minnesota- I don’t know a lot of people, I don’t trust people and I don’t
get out much… It will take me some time to get to know the environment
I would use the greenway if it was more connected to Northside
The existing greenway connections to Northside is not very clear
If I would
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Who do you think the Midtown greenway is for?
-

-

-

-

-

I know it’s for everyone, the nature feeling is enough
As African Americans we should go in groups on the greenway in order to feel more
comfortable because the greenway is for everyone
By seeing the pictures tonight- the greenway is for me
It’s for anyone that wants to get exercise and enjoy themselves
If it wasn’t for us, there might be signs to keep us out
The greenway is for everyone,
When you see pictures of the greenway on the internet you see white people with
expensive gear so it seems like it’s for white people- I don’t wear expensive gear, I throw
on shorts and a t shirt and just go.. I would like to see more black people e
In essence the greenway was built for everyone but I don’t feel very welcomed. I like to
sit along the parkway and in green areas late in the evening but if I am seen there at
night the police may be called on me because I’m black. White people feel comfortable
being on the greenway anytime of the day because their presence will not be
questioned like mine will
We can’t be in too big of crowds walking on the greenway because we will get arrested
or harassed because we are black
As a Northside Resident, I feel cut off from the greenway- I don’t use the greenway to
grocery shop or any immediate things but I would like to use it more. The greenway is
for south siders and other parts of the city. North Minneapolis is cut off from the rest of
the city
I think the greenway is for everyone- People exercise, check out the scenery.
The greenway is mostly used by white people because they are more health conscious
The greenway is for everyone, white people have the impression that the greenway is
their territory because they use it the most
When I first gain knowledge of it, I though the greenway was for workers to commute on
it from the Southside suburbs to the city. I finally visited for myself and saw other
nationalities and begin using it every other day
I think it’s for everyone who is comfortable
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What would make you use the greenway more?
-

-

The pictures from tonight’s group inspired me to use it more
Warmer weather, it gets too cold in Minnesota
I have to get money to buy a bike- I am not walking anywhere but will ride
Entrepreneurial opportunities. If we had youth selling goods and services to white
people instead of throwing stuff at white ppl we might see different results from our
youth
White commuters get thirsty- our youth selling goods and services
What activities that are owned and funded by us to help get us to the greenway. The
nearby bike shop is not owned by us
How to we create
Intervention is bigger than cameras and policePeople don’t care about cameras and police but people do care about ownership
If we did group bike rides or walks I would go more
If I had more stake in what’s happening on the greenway I would use it more
If I owned land and did community gardening- I live north and have limited reasons but
would like more reasons to use it
Now that I know I have been passing over it all of this time, I will use it more
It reminds me of the linear park in Seattle
I would like to know more about how and where to get on
Safety is a concern, I want to feel safe
I would like to have a picnic with my grandson, play and relax
I would go for physical therapy
I would like to try it
Need to see improved lighting
I haven’t been on the greenway since my business moved from south to north
Minneapolis
The county should hire fancy ray to promote the greenway in the black community
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Phase III: Greenway Social Economic Impact: Art- Signage & Street design
What do you think of the signage street designs along the greenway?
-

I don’t know how I have been missing all of this
I would like to see this same type of creative place making invested in north Minneapolis
Looks inviting, it would get me to visit more
I like the colors

What type of signage and or street designs would you like to see along the greenway?
-

Images of the black community, our elders, youth and our culture
- Images of all the different ethnic groups
Something that made everyone feel welcome
We want images along the entire greenway- not just in certain areas- we want everyone
feel welcome
We want the greenway to be a learning experience for anyone that visits
See different languages with translations so that we can learn about one another
We don’t mind graffiti art if it was a design, nice and actual art
It would be sad if our cultural art ran white people away
If our cultures will not use the greenway then our art should not be on the green way,
we need to sweat it out
We need our youth more involved in the greenway- they are our future and we want
them to put our cultural interest in practice

Have you noticed any changes in your community/neighborhood since the development of
the greenway?
-

-

I have seen some improvements in nicer homes, big houses for people that look like they
have a lot of money
We would not be having a conversation in north Minneapolis about a greenway if it was
not for the midtown greenway- it has made us more aware of the importance of how to
use green active space in our community
Lake street area has become more vibrant, immigrant communities have built more
businesses around the greenway areas
I don’t see many nice ride bikes
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How would you like the greenway to change or enhance your community?
-

I would like to see more green bikes on the greenway
Bike scholarships
The orange bike program helps us bike more
More black owned business
Engage our youth more
Have more activities
Local black artist from the neighborhoods place art along the greenway
Incredible amount of resilience from communities of color to maintain themselves
through the massive economic changes in the surrounding areas- Franklin, lake street,
Nicollet etc

I.

Final Thoughts

What do you want the Greenway users to know about your community?
-

-

That you are welcomed, our community is a safe and welcoming neighborhood. We
don’t want to be harassed by cops just because we are black- you don’t have to call the
police on us we are safe people
We are a close community
We don’t bite, this is our neighborhood and you are welcome, it’s no different from
your community

What do you want Hennepin County to know about your community?
-

-

We can have more bike lanes in our community that better connect to the greenway
I want to see more bike access, there are very few places in south Minneapolis where we
can get bikes
Black people do bike, black people want the very same things that white people wantaccess to a good quality of life, to schools, health care, schools, transportation systems
and everything that makes up a good life
We want the same level of investments in the black community and north Minneapolis
as the white communities
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What changes do you think should be made in order for your community to use the greenway
more?
-

More emergency phones and signs in the areas we live
More lighting
Better connections to our communities even in north Minneapolis, we travel to
Northside- make a connection so that we can use the greenway as bikers and walkers
I want to know how safe it is
We need to create a common standard
Snack shops
We need that connection from south to Northside
Get the youth involved

One word to describe tonight’s session
-

Knowledgeable
Powerful
Enlighten
Informative
Progress
Intriguing
Inspiring
Hopeful
curiosity
Awesome
Vision
Clarity
Good exchange
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